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Meet the Planets
Inner Planets

The Sun: Our most external 
expression, the brilliance of 

our unique blueprint 

The Moon: Our most internal 
expression, the inner child

of the soul

Mercury: Our divine intelligence.
The way we learn, express,
& connect with the world

Venus: Our inner feminine.
The way we express love,

creativity & intuition

Mars: Our inner masculine.
The way we express energy

physically through action,
initiative, & execution.



Meet the Planets
Outer Planets

Jupiter: The higher octave 
of Venus, the Divine Mother
energy of  abundance, joy, &

expansion.

Saturn: The higher octave
of Mars, the Divine Father

energy of discipline, integrity, & 
dedication. 

Uranus: The higher octave of 
Saturn. The spark of divine

brilliance, evolution, 
sudden transformation. 

Neptune: The higher octave
of Jupiter. The divine oneness,

spiritual connection & the
unknown.

Pluto: Our greatest source
of pain to be transformed into

our greatest power. Pure
transformation.



Meet the Planets
Asteroids & Dwarf Planets

Chiron: The wounded healer 
who shows us where our

deepest ancestral wounding 
can lead to our greatest gift.

Ceres: The goddess of  harvest. 
Ceres represents fertility,

cultivation, healing &
motherhood.

Vesta: The goddess of the
hearth.  The  inner high priestess

and she represents home,
creative  spark, & our craft.

Juno: The goddess of divine
unions, partnerships, 

& harmonious connections.

Pallas: The goddess of wisdom &
skill. She represents our divine

intelligence, as well as our 
warrior spirit and inner strength



Meet the Signs
MODALITIES 

Fixed: The fixed signs are about
creating foundations, mastering

your craft, & creating
structure.

Mutable: The mutable signs are
about change, evolution,

experimentation & discovering.

Cardinal: The cardinal signs are
about initiating, leading, &

creating with innovation and
insight.

AQUARIUS TAURUS 

SCORPIO LEO 

PISCES 

VIRGO 

GEMINI 

SAGITTARIUS 

ARIES 

LIBRA 

CANCER 

CAPRICORN 



Meet the Signs
Feminine Elements

Water: The Water elements
are here to bring flow, reflection,
release & feeling. Water brings
cleansing, dissolution & healing.

Earth: The Earth elements are
here to bring things into form, to

translate the unseen into the
seen, & to blend spirituality with

practicality.

TAURUS 

SCORPIO PISCES 

VIRGO 

CANCER 

CAPRICORN 



Meet the Signs
Masculine Elements

Air: The Air elements are here to
bring non attachment, freedom, 

ideas, innovations, & new
energy.

Fire: The Fire elements are here
to bring sparks of creativity,

change, action, & self-
empowerment.

LEO 

AQUARIUS GEMINI 

SAGITTARIUS 

LIBRA 

ARIES 



House 1: The first house is ruled by Aries
& Mars. It represents our physical body

& personal energetic field. We meet
ourselves in the first house. 

 
House 2: The second house is ruled by

Taurus & Venus. It represents our self-
love, environments, & what we have

manifested into our lives. We see our self
worth in this house. 

 
House 3: The third house is ruled by

Gemini & Mercury. It represents our
curious inner child who loves to learn,

connect, & share. It is here we learn how
to build connections with friends, siblings

& community. 
 

House 4: The 4th house is ruled by
Cancer & the Moon. It represents our

connection to our inner selves, our sense
of internal "home", & what brings us a
sense of stability. It is here where we

meet our soul.

Meet the Houses
1-4



House 5: The fifth house is ruled by Leo
& the Sun. It represents our passions,

joy, love of life & how we express our
inner child. It is here where we learn

authenticity.
 

House 6: The sixth house is ruled by
Virgo & Mercury. It represents our

daily discipline, our ebbs & flow, & how
we alchemize our physical vessels. It is

here we learn true service.
 

House 7: The seventh house is ruled by
Libra & Venus. It represents our ability

to see ourselves in another, to form
vital partnerships & relationships. It is

here we learn balance.
 

House 8: The eighth house is ruled by
Scorpio & Pluto. It represents our

deepest pains & our greatest power. It
is here where we learn that

vulnerability is true intimacy & it is here
where we see our fears are often just

shadows.

Meet the Houses
5-8



House 9: The ninth house is ruled by
Sagittarius & Jupiter. It represents our

ability to expand, embrace new
experiences, & adventure out into the

world to find our personal truth. It is
here where we learn freedom.

 
House 10: The tenth house is ruled by

Capricorn & Saturn. It represents our
life's work, what we seek to build and

share with the world. It is here we meet
our greatest tests of dedication.

 
House 11: The elleventh house is ruled by

Aquarius & Uranus. It represents a
wider connection with Humanity & our

ability to see our piece within the
greater puzzle. It is here we learn

service to the whole.
 

House 12: The twelfth house is ruled by
Pisces & Neptune. It represents all

energy that is unseen or undiscovered.
It is here where we transcend our

human self. 

Meet the Houses
9-12



SYMBOLS &
RULERS

SUN LEO 

MOON CANCER 

MERCURY

GEMINI VIRGO

VENUS

TAURUS LIBRA



SYMBOLS &
RULERS

MARS ARIES

PLUTO SCORPIO 

JUPITER SAGITTARIUS

SATURN CAPRICORN

NEPTUNE PISCES



SYMBOLS &
RULERS

CHIRON Chiron is most associated
with Pisces & Sagittarius

CERES Ceres is most associated
with Taurus 

VESTA Vesta is most associated
with  Cancer & Virgo

JUNO Juno is most associated
with Libra & Scorpio

PALLAS Pallas is most associated
with Aries & Capricorn



ZODIAC WHEEL



SYNASTRY
SQUARE

 
A square occurs when 

two planets are in the same
modality, causing friction. The
closer the degrees, the more

friction. 90 degrees apart.

EXAMPLE
 

Sun square Moon 
Sun in Libra & Moon in Capricorn

OPPOSITION
 

An opposition occurs when two
planets are directly opposing 

eachother in a chart in opposite
signs/houses. 180 degrees apart

EXAMPLE
 

Sun opposite Moon 
Sun in Scorpio & Moon in Taurus



SYNASTRY
TRINE

A trine occurs when 
two planets are in sync with one

another holding the same
element. 120 degrees apart

EXAMPLE
 

Sun trine Moon 
Sun in Aries & Moon in Leo

SEXTILE
 

An sextile occurs when two
planets are cooperating with one 

one another because they have
similar qualities. 60 degrees apart

EXAMPLE
 

Sun sextile Moon 
Sun in Virgo & Moon in Cancer



SYNASTRY
CONJUNCTION

A conjunction occurs when 
two planets have created an

alliance with one another, holding 
the same sign within 3 degrees. 

EXAMPLE
 

Sun conjunct Moon 
Sun in Cancer & Moon in Cancer



ACTIVATING 
YOUR CHART

Excerpts from the Book: 360
Degrees of Your Star Destiny by

Ellias Londsdale

SUN
"This is the motivating spark. It

ignites the will to become entirely
who we are in this life. The Sun is our

great attainment."
 
 

MOON
"The Moon degree is so close to who

we have always been. It's meant to
be a struggle...to get to how we

really feel inside." 
 

MERCURY
"The urge is to communicate, to

share, to find kindred spirits and join
with them for the purpose of

getting on with our interests and
capabilities."

 



ACTIVATING 
YOUR CHART

Excerpts from the Book: 360
Degrees of Your Star Destiny by

Ellias Londsdale

VENUS
"The recovered Venusian is a force

for good in this world. She has found
a strength within herself that is

substance for others she loves and
this strength can blossom in many

directions." 
 
 

MARS
"Metamorphosis, transmutation,

and initiation bring Mars into
ultimate resonance. This is where

can become an evolutionary agent,
moving with the shifts and getting

everybody else in on it as well."
 
 
 



ACTIVATING 
YOUR CHART

Excerpts from the Book: 360
Degrees of Your Star Destiny by

Ellias Londsdale

EARTH
"In every chart, directly opposite the

Sun is the Earth, which we call the
Earth resurgent. Together with the

4 main asteroids, the Earth
influence is a stopping point, a

barrier, one that we have to work
out for ourselves in order to move

through co-prescencing into the
next point i n the twelvefold

pattern."
 
 

JUPITER
"Jupiter faces each of us as a story,

a myth, a prototypical journey of the
soul. We believe in that tale. We

seek to live it, to make it persuasive
for others. 

 



ACTIVATING 
YOUR CHART

Excerpts from the Book: 360
Degrees of Your Star Destiny by

Ellias Londsdale

SATURN
"Restoring akashic remembrance,

insisting on the responsibility we
have to complete old lessons, and

moving us on to those karmic
territories that give this life a very
full and enduring quality of depth &

substance."
 
 

URANUS
"Uranus is the one planet that calls

with such fury that we cannot put it
off. What we are asked to reawaken

from ancient times is also the crux
of all futures worth living."

 
 
 



ACTIVATING 
YOUR CHART

Excerpts from the Book: 360
Degrees of Your Star Destiny by

Ellias Londsdale

NEPTUNE
"The whisper of Neptune makes for

extraordinary experiences and
fateful encounters. It suggests and
invokes but does not fill in the blanks

& cannot give the restless mind
answers & perfect cues."

 
 

PLUTO
"The true plutonian depth process

keeps us perpetually in the dark, yet
it is a laser that reveals whatever

we need to know to move deeper in
order to through the underworld."

 
 
 


